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Abstract. In the real world there are a variety of lighting conditions, and there 
exist many directional lights as well as ambient lights. These directional lights 
cause partial dark and bright regions on faces. Even if auto exposure mode of 
cameras is used, those uneven pixel intensities are left, and in some cases satu-
rated pixels and black pixels appear. In this paper we propose robust face rec-
ognition system using a reliability feedback. The system evaluates the reliability 
of the input face image using prior distributions of each recognition feature, and 
if the reliability of the image is not enough for face recognition, it capture mul-
tiple images by changing exposure parameters of cameras based on the analysis 
of saturated pixels and black pixels. As a result the system can cumulates simi-
larity scores of enough amounts of reliable recognition features from multiple 
face images. By evaluating the system in an office environment, we can achieve 
three times better EER than the system only with auto exposure control.  
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1 Introduction 

Recently cameras are used in many places around us, on streets, in offices, in houses, 
etc. Some of the key functions of those cameras are authorization or identification 
using face recognition. As places where cameras are used expand, variations of light-
ing conditions where cameras are used also expand, and that causes a big problem for 
face recognition. Generally face recognition degrades its performance under lighting 
condition and face-pose changes. Until now many face recognition algorithms are 
proposed [1-8] to tackle this problem. Some use robust features against lighting 
changes [2,3], and some pick up a stable set of features under pose and lighting 
changes [4-6], and some use better lighting normalization [7]. But the performance of 
face recognition depends on the quality of face images, and under worse lighting con-
ditions, more FR(False Rejectance) cases occur. 

To solve this issue and improve the performance of face recognition under lighting 
changes, we propose a face recognition system using a reliability feedback which 
controls camera parameters based on reliability of the current face image and capture 
more informative face images to improve the final face recognition performance.  
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This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we explain a face recognition 
combining image-difference features based on a probabilistic model. In Section 3 we 
explain a face recognition system using a reliability feedback.  In Section 4 we report 
our experimental results, and in Section 5 we conclude our framework. 

2 Face Recognition Combining Image-Difference Features 
Based on a Probabilistic Model 

2.1 General Flow of Face Recognition System  

General flow of face recognition system is described in Fig.1. Firstly a face detector is 
applied to an input image. If a face is detected in the image, feature point detectors are 
applied to the detected face. Then using detected feature point locations the face is 
cropped into the image with fixed width and height, and a lighting normalization is 
applied to this cropped image. After these processing the probe image is ready for 
comparison with a face database. In the comparison with a face database face simi-
larity score between the probe image and each registered gallery image is calculated, 
and if the score is greater than the operational threshold, the owner of the normalized 
face is authorized as a registered person. 
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Fig. 1. General Flow of Face Recognition System 

2.2 Face Recognition Combining Image-Difference Features Based on a 
Probabilistic Model 

In [6] we proposed face recognition algorithm for access control systems combining 
image-difference features based on a probabilistic model. In the case of access control 
systems available cameras are not as good as consumer cameras, and the algorithm 
needs to be robust against degraded images caused by low cost cameras under lighting 
changes. The proposed face recognition algorithm is described in Eq. (1) and Eq.(2).   
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In Eq.(1) pI  and gI  show a probe image and a gallery image respectively. 

),( gp IIS  is a similarity function between pI  and gI . pif  and gif  are values 

of  recognition feature if .respectively. )( ifP  is a prior distribution of recognition 

feature if , and N is the total number of recognition features. In Eq.(2) )( iih Δ  is a 

similarity function of image difference iΔ . it  is a threshold, and iα  and iβ  are 

confidence values. Recognition feature if , threshold  it , and confidence values  

iα , iβ  are all learned by Real AdaBoost [8]. In the following section, face recogni-

tion system using a reliability feedback using above face recognition algorithm is 
proposed. 

3 Face Recognition System Using a Reliability Feedback 

Recent cameras have auto exposure control functions to get better images under vari-
ous lighting conditions. But there are many directional lights as well as ambient lights 
in the real world, and even after the auto exposure combined directional lights pro-
duce partial dark and bright regions on faces.  

Under these situations it is difficult to extract reliable features of both regions from 
one image. We propose a face recognition system to capture a sequence of images to 
get more reliable features by controlling exposure parameters.  

3.1 System Flow 

The system flow of our proposing face recognition system using a reliability feedback 
is described in Fig.2. For each probe image the reliability of the image is calculated. If 
the reliability is less than a threshold, the system continues to capture more faces. To 
calculate the reliability of the image we use the face recognition algorithm based on a 
probabilistic model in section 2. It evaluates reliabilities of all features using the prior 
distributions of each feature. As a result all features are categorized into two groups, 
reliable features and unreliable features. For faster calculation we use the discretized 
functions based on prior distributions (Fig.3). If the value of the feature lies inside the 
range of the prior distribution between δμ 4−  and δμ 4+ , the feature is decided 

as reliable. If outside the range, the feature is decided as unreliable. The ratio of the 
number of reliable features to the total number of all features is used as the reliability 
of the one probe image. To calculate the reliability in a recognition session, we cumu-
late the all reliable features got in a session until that time. Before continuing to the 
reliability calculation, if the total number of captured images c is larger than a trial 
threshold ctotal , the system jumps to the final similarity calculation. 
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Fig. 2. System Flow of Face Recognition System Using a Reliability Feedback 

 

 

Fig. 3. Discretized Prior Distribution 

3.2 Camera Exposure Control 

Exposure parameter of the camera is controlled based on the number of black pixels 
and saturated pixels (Fig.4). The initial exposure control mode is set to auto. But if the 
reliability r of the first probe image is less than a reliability threshold rth, the exposure 
control mode is set to manual. In a manual mode exposure parameter is controlled to 
lower the excessive number of saturated pixels or black pixels allowing some amount 
of saturated pixels and black pixels. 

To set the exposure parameter, the system counts the sum of black pixels nb which 
is less than a dark intensity threshold thb, and the sum of saturated pixels ns more than 
a saturated intensity threshold ths.  
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If the sum of the saturated pixels ns  is greater than the threshold nsth, we set the ex-
posure control mode to manual and continue to change the exposure to wide to nar-
row until the reliability is greater than a threshold. If the sum of the black pixels nb is 
greater than the threshold nbth, we set the exposure control mode to manual and con-
tinue to change the exposure to narrow to wide until the reliability is greater than a 
threshold. 
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Fig. 4. Camera Exposure Control 

3.3 Similarity Score 

If the reliability gets greater than a reliability threshold or the number of iterations 
reaches a trial threshold ctotal, the system merges multiple reliable features from mul-
tiple face images in a session. In Eq.(3) M is the number of the image in a session. G 
is the all indices of reliable features and gj is the indices of reliable features newly 
found in round j. In Eq.(4) similarity score s is the sum of similarity score calculated 
by reliable features newly found in j-th image in one session. 
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4 Experimental Result 

We evaluated our system in an office environment on a laptop PC with a camera. In 
the office environment there is a window at the one side of faces and some of all the 
lights on the ceiling are turned on. Under this condition intensities of pixels are not 
even, and there exist both dark regions and bright regions on the face (Fig.5).  
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We compared the system with reliability feedback and the system without reliability 
feedback using only faces with auto exposure. The total number of subjects is 40. The 
face detector, feature points detector, and face recognizer are the same ones as used in 
[6].  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 5. Examples of Evaluated Faces with Auto Exposure 

─ Face Recognition Performance 

Fig.6 shows the comparison of two ROC(Receiver Operating Characteristic) curves.  

 

Fig. 6. ROC Curve 

Fig.6 shows that EER of the system with a reliability feedback is 2.5% and the sys-
tem without a reliability feedback is 8.0%, and the system with a achieves three times 
better performance than without a reliability feedback. 

─ Analysis of Features 

During a recognition session, some new reliable features are sequentially added with 
changes of the exposure parameter. Fig.7 shows the way of filter calculation where 
sum of pixels in white regions is subtracted by sum of pixels in black region. Fig.8 
shows examples of newly added reliable features. Initially with auto exposure a  
region at the left side of the face is dark, but by changing exposure parameters, the  
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region gets brighter and new reliable features appear not only in this region and also 
around the nose bridge regions. As a result those newly found reliable features helps 
for better face recognition performance. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 7. Filter Calculation 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 8. Newly Added Reliable Features in a Session  
(Left: Auto Exposure, Right: Manual Exposure) 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper the face recognition system using a reliability feedback is proposed to 
solve the problem of uneven lighting conditions where directional lights cause partial 
black and saturated regions on faces. Firstly using prior distributions of each feature 
to decide whether the feature is reliable, or not, the scheme for estimating the relia-
bility of the input image is proposed. Secondly controlling the exposure parameter 
based on the analysis of saturated pixels and black pixels is proposed. By evaluating 
the system in an office environment, we confirmed that more reliable features are 
collected from pixel-intensity improved regions during changes of exposure parame-
ters, and as a result we achieved three times better EER than the system with only 
auto exposure.  

The proposed system can handle the lighting conditions which cause some 
amounts of saturated pixels and black pixels. But because there are more variety of 
lighting conditions in the real world, further researches include further evaluations 
under more lighting conditions.  
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